
 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

AudioControl Appoints Australian Distributor  
  

SEE AudioControl SOLUTIONS AT THE 2024 ISE: BOOTHS 2K400 AND AT AVProEdge 5D800   
 

Seattle, WA January 25th, 2024 – AudioControl (audiocontrolpro.com) has announced the 
appointment of Oceanic Distribution, bringing a full range of AudioControl multi-room and home 
theater solutions to dealers across Australia.  
 

Oceanic Distribution is based in Caringbah, Sydney, Australia. The Oceanic team supplies high-
performance home cinema and multi-room A/V products across Australia through a network of 
A/V specialist stores and custom installers. Oceanic offers exceptional support and a dedicated 
team with years of experience devoted to exceeding customer expectations throughout the 
territory, plus an in-house service department capable of technical support and repair across all 
product lines. 
 

“We are confident that the Oceanic team will present the AudioControl brand, including our 
latest Dante-enabled and 70-volt amplifiers, to the finest CI and home theater dealers across 
Australia,” explained Chris Kane, AudioControl’s VP of Sales. “AudioControl’s award-winning 
products deliver superior performance to custom installation integrators and home theater 
specialists seeking to provide highest performance solutions to their clients. We look forward to 
increasing visibility for the AudioControl brand in Australia with the excellent team at Oceanic.” 
 
“Oceanic is proud to represent the exceptional AudioControl range,” said James Hicks, Business 

Development Director, Oceanic Distribution. “We are excited about not only the best-in-class 
power and sound performance but the out of the box ability to integrate with control systems 
and multi-room audio platforms. The extensive library of DSP curves to match Stealth, Origin, 
and many other speaker brands really helps our integrators get the most out of their projects.” 
 

Oceanic sales contact: sales@oceanicdistribution.com  
 

Integrators have been relying on AudioControl’s quality, service, and support for over 45 years. 
 

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE 
 

About AudioControl Pro 
AudioControl Pro is a leading designer and manufacturer of innovative high-performance audio solutions for 

residential and commercial applications based in Seattle, WA since 1977. An AVPro Global company, AudioControl’s 

multi-award-winning product lineup includes power amplifiers, multi-zone amplifiers, network amplifiers, 70-volt 

amplifiers, single-zone amplifiers, subwoofer amplifiers, AV processors, AV receivers, and AV signal extenders. 

AudioControl is also known for providing award-winning customer service, technical support, and other support 

services on behalf of their dealers and end-users worldwide. For more information visit audiocontrolpro.com.  
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